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SPH4U: Wave Nature of Light 

Note: Solid Lines are 

crests and dotted lines 

are troughs  

Interference of 2-D Water Waves 

The diagram below shows two sources S1 and S2. Both sources are vibrating at the same frequency 

in phase (both sources are vibrating in the same direction at the same speed at the same time).  

 

 

• Place and X where the crest of one wave meets the trough of the other wave. These points 

are called nodal points or simply nodes. You will notice that the nodes for a line (these are 

actually hyperbolas). This series of nodes are referred to as nodal lines.  

• Place an O where either a crest of one wave meets a crest of the other wave, or a trough of 

one wave meets a trough of the other wave. These points are called antinodes. 

• Notice that there is a symmetry around the central bisector of the two sources.  

 

Requirements for Stationary Pattern:  

For the interference pattern to stay the same, the frequency of the two sources must remain 

constant, the distance between the sources must remain the same, and the phase of the sources 

must stay the same.  

Changing Frequency Source Separation 

  

 

 

 



The diagram at the below shows the nodal point labelled P1 ( A point on the first {or n = 1} nodal 

line ) is a distance P1S1 from the first source and a distance P1S2 from the second source.  

 

Determine the distance in wavelengths between the two path lengths (𝑃1𝑆1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃1𝑆2)  

 

𝑃1𝑆1 =        𝑃1𝑆2 =  

   

Thus, there is a path difference of 0.5 λ. The two waves arrive out of phase by 0.5λ. Considering a 

point on the second nodal line we observe a path lengths of P2S1=3.0λ and P2S2=1.5λ thus a path 

difference of 1.5λ. In general, for a point on the nth nodal line we have the expression, 

|𝑃𝑛𝑆1 − 𝑃𝑛𝑆2| = (𝑛 −
1

2
) 𝜆          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, …  

 

Similarly, can examine the lines formed by constructive interference and we can quickly see that 

constructive interference will occur when the path difference between waves form the two sources 

is an integral number of wavelengths i.e. 

|𝑃𝑚𝑆1 − 𝑃𝑚𝑆2| = 𝑚𝜆       𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑚 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …  

 

Note that because constructive interference produces maxima rather than nodes we use the letter 

m and that m = 0 must be included (0 path difference = constructive interference) 

 

Sample Problems. 

1. A ripple tank has two sources vibrating in phase at a frequency of 8.0 Hz. A point on the 3rd 

nodal line is a distance of 20.0 cm from one source. The same point is a distance of 25.0 cm 

from the other source. What is the speed of the waves?  

 

2. Two wave sources are vibrating in phase generating waves whose crests are separated by 

4.0 cm. A point on a nodal line is a distance of 12 cm from one source and 22 cm from the 

other. What is the number of the nodal line that this point is on? 






